SWNT length distribution
The length distribution of the synthesized SWNTs was measured from SEM micrographs imaged on smaller Si/SiO 2 chips, on which SWNTs were deposited using a smaller-scale TP reported earlier 1 . The distribution shows a characteristically log-normal shape. A maximum likelihood estimator fit to the data gives the distribution parameters (1.752, 0.743), which correspond to mean of 7.6 um and standard deviation of 6.5 um. Figure S1 . Measured SWNT length distribution. The dashed line indicates a maximum likelihood estimator fit of a log-normal distribution to the data.
Finite element simulations
The temperature distribution near the hot plate orifice was simulated, simultaneously with the velocity flow profile shown in the publication, using finite element modelling. The simulated temperature distribution, shown in Figure S2 on a cross-sectional plane at the center of the hot plate orifice, indicates that convective heat transfer caused by the 300 cm 3 /min volume flow does not disturb the temperature gradient above the substrate significantly, although its effect can be seen in the vicinity of the orifice. A comparable effect is observed also on other cross-sectional surfaces perpendicular to the orifice. As previously reported by Holunga et al. 2 , heating of the TP inlet may be necessary when using larger volume flows to prevent convective heat transfer by the carrier gas from disturbing the temperature field inside the TP. The following set of boundary conditions were used in the FEM simulations: The temperature of internal surfaces of the hot plate were set to 363 K, the surface of the target substrate and the sample stage to 296 K, the inlet pressure was set to 1 atmosphere, and the outlet volume flow rate was set to 150 cm 3 /min per outlet. The geometry, shown in Figure S3 , consisted of half of the TP deposition area, and symmetric boundary conditions were applied on the cross-sectional surface splitting the deposition area in half, shown in Figure S3 . 
Alignment of deposited SWNTs on oscillated wafer
The orientation distributions were also determined from the micrographs that were used to determine the density distribution shown in Figure 2b of the publication and were obtained on a wafer that was oscillated under the hot plate orifice. The orientation distributions show a similar general appearance as the distributions on a stationary wafer, shown in Figure 2c of the publication, but the magnitude of the orientation is slightly weaker, close to S 2D = 0.2 for most micrographs. This is likely a result of the fact that each point spends parts of the oscillation cycle far away from the orifice, where the carrier gas velocity is significantly lower based on Figure 2d of the publication. The directions of the arrows indicate the mean orientation observed; their lengths indicate S 2D . The inner and outer circles correspond to values of S 2D = 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. A representative example of the automated analysis settings used to determine the orientation distributions in Figure S4 and Figure 2c of the publication is shown in Figure S5 . Optical absorption spectra of pristine and doped SWNT TCFs Figure S6 . a) UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of the same SWNT TCF before and after doping by HNO 3 . Spectral features associated with electronic transitions in the SWNTs are marked.
Representative UV-Vis-NIR optical absorption spectra of a thermophoretically deposited SWNT TCF before and after doping with nitric acid (HNO 3 ) are shown in Figure S6 . Based on the locations of the spectral features associated with the S 11 and S 22 electronic transitions, the mean
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diameter of the SWNTs is approximately 2.0 nm. As previously reported by Kaskela et al. 4 , the Fermi level shift caused by the doping leads to a suppression of the S 11 and S 22 optical transitions. The absorbance across the visible spectrum is dominated by the shoulder of the π plasmon peak, observed here at 270 nm, and remains practically unchanged.
Anisotropy of sheet resistance measurements
The limited alignment (S 2D typically between 0.2 and 0.3) observed on the uniformly coated wafers did not result in any macroscopic anisotropy in the sheet resistance that could be measured using the four-point probe used. In all positions on the wafers and PET sheets except a few outliers, rotating the four-point probe by 90 degrees did not result in a difference that would have been larger than the standard deviation of measurements carried out at the same location using the original orientation of the probe. A summary of the measurements is shown in Figure S6 . Each point depicted in Figures 3a and 3b is the statistical average of five consecutive measurements; the error bars here indicate their standard deviation. The orange dashed line with a slope of 1 is to guide the eye.
Tabulated sheet resistance and optical transmittance measurements
The values shown in Figures 3a and 3b of the publication are tabulated in Table S1 to facilitate comparison with other published numbers. In the case of press transferred ("PT") samples, the sheet resistance was measured five times for each sample. For thermophoretically deposited ("TP") samples, the sheet resistance was measured five times at each spot with the linear probe perpendicular to the expected SWNT alignment and five times parallel to the expected SWNT alignment. Table S1 . Tabulated sheet resistance and optical transmittance measurements, corresponding to the data shown in Figs. 3a and 3b of the publication.
Atomic force microscopy of thermophoretically deposited and press transferred thin films
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrographs from a SWNT film deposited using the thermophoretic precipitator and a SWNT film deposited using press transfer from a filter, and representative height profiles measured from them are shown in Fig. S7 . Based on the observed profile heights, the SWNT bundle size in well-dispersed parts of the SWNT films are similar in films deposited using both methods. Structures with heights corresponding to unbundled SWNTs or small bundles of a few SWNTs can be observed in both films, and the majority of profile heights
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correspond to bundles with diameters of 3-5 nm, although larger bundles are also locally observed.
The press transferred film appears to contain more rope-like thick structures with a diameter of approximately 20 nm. These structures could be formed during the filtration process at filter pores, where SWNTs are suspended over the pore and can easily "snap" into bundles with long parallel segments. We expect that the slightly sheared appearance of the press transferred film results from small movements of the filter during the transfer procedure. Figure S7 . a) AFM micrographs of a) a thermophoretically deposited SWNT thin film and b) a press transferred SWNT thin film and five representative height profiles from each micrograph.
Discussion of alignment
We suggest that a further development of the scaled-up TP presented here, with higher shear rates, could be used to deposit more aligned films with possibly anisotropic sheet resistances. Alternatively, even the presented system could possibly be used deposit more aligned films if significantly longer FCCVD SWNTs become available. Briefly, the shear-induced alignment of fibers is expected to be proportional to the rotational Péclet number Pe, describing the ratio of hydrodynamic and Brownian forces, where l is the length and ߚ is the aspect ratio of the rod, and the numerical constant 1.4 is valid for ߚ > 10. In practice, careful attention should be paid to the flow design of a hypothetical higherflow TP, since local eddies or turbulence may lead to the formation of loops or curls of SWNTs. The strong inverse dependence of D r on l indicates that longer rods, or SWNTs, undergo much weaker diffusive rotation and should align more strongly.
